THE CLEARING OF THE FOG.

BY FRANKLIN B. WESTMORE.

Perkins B. Flanders and Charles H. Estey, socialists, progressives, ex-Tyburnites, and both of them gentlemen, have invaded the city in the interests of Haywood and Requa, Massachusetts.

The public is, therefore, in a state of high excitement, because, in attempting to bow with the shaft which struck down Flanders and brought him down to his knees, the opponent was shown to be an arrow.

When Representation is so gross as to be unoccupied as to risk its victory with Democratic votes, it is itself losing down the knowledge that is possible.

What sectionalism is for the nation is the distinction of the Democratic party.

A candidate is a shrewd and shrewd, and if it is not dangerous to recover its support, is clearer for the American election than ever, which is the American election.

At every point at which the two old parties are trying to come to terms, the Democratic party, the Democratic party, the Democratic party, the Democratic party, has been driven there to open their ranks to the political party; to have the country's vote thrown to the Republican party.

It is proof of the political's social men that he has certainly dislocated the effort of the organizations, purchased a new market, and published its hypocrisy. When in the service of its political masters in doing thus, the socialists' expected chance of a great and glorious future is not a chance.

With the Democratic party, we are seeing men who are seeking to help
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By Franklin B. Westmore.

We have recently been informed by a friend in the city of Chicago that
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A SMALL CONTROVERSY ABOUT A "CHRONICLE" EVIL.

Professor Bean, of the Standard Oil Company of Chicago, thinks little of the "chronicle" evil; he says that any man who dares speak out against the Chicago Chronicle in the newspapers or in the streets will be called a "chronicle" evil.

So, if anyone who dares speak out against the Chicago Chronicle in the newspapers or in the streets will be called a "chronicle" evil, and if anyone who does not dare speak out against the Chicago Chronicle in the newspapers or in the streets will be called a "chronicle" evil, then the Chicago Chronicle has an absolute right to be called a "chronicle" evil.

But, he also takes a stand on the issue, and says that any man who dares speak out against the Chicago Chronicle in the newspapers or in the streets will be called a "chronicle" evil.

In his view, the citizens of the city of Chicago have no right to speak out against the Chicago Chronicle in the newspapers or in the streets.

But what is the present money situation in the city of Chicago? It is simply a matter of fact that the Chicago Chronicle has an absolute right to be called a "chronicle" evil.
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FACING REVOLUTION.

Baron von Kardoff in Reichen tag Declares Germany Is Facing Revolution.

Urges Catholic and Protestant to Unite in Defense of the Empire.

BY KARLES E. FRITZ.

New York, Dec. 21st.

Walter Hohm, of the German Embassy, has written to Mr. Kardoff, foreign minister of the German Empire, saying that the situation is indeed serious and that there is need of unity in defense of the Empire.

Von Kardoff declared that the rank and file of the people are beginning to see that revolution is on the horizon. He urged the Catholics and Protestants to unite in defense of the Empire.

Von Kardoff also said that the government must act quickly to prevent revolution.

Von Kardoff ended his letter by saying that he would like to see the people of the Empire unite in defense of the country.
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TACTICS AND STRATEGY.

By Them, Toronto.

Since the last issue of the Socialist Party of Cook County's Progress, the party has been engaged in a campaign to secure the election of a Socialist candidate for the position of Cook County Clerk. The campaign has been conducted with great vigor, and the results so far have been very encouraging.

The campaign has been based on the principle of direct democracy, and the party has been successful in securing a large number of new members. The party has also been able to secure the support of a number of prominent citizens, who have endorsed the party's program.

The campaign is expected to continue for several weeks, and the party is confident of victory. The party hopes to secure a large number of votes in the election, and to establish a solid foundation for future political activity.

NOTICES.

Branch Meetings.

The Socialists of the City of Chicago will hold a branch meeting on Monday evening, at 8 o'clock, at 123 Wabash Avenue. All the party will be welcome.

BRANCH DIRECTORY.

Socialist Party of Cook County, Illinois.

OFFICERS.

Chairman, A. P. Schuyler.

Secretary, J. W. McLean.

Treasurer, E. F. Haldane.

Committee on Business.

A. P. Schuyler, chairman.

J. W. McLean, secretary.

E. F. Haldane, treasurer.

NOTICES.

The Socialist Party of Cook County, Illinois, has adopted a new constitution, which has been approved by the party's executive committee.

The new constitution provides for the election of a central committee, which will be responsible for the general management of the party's affairs.

The new constitution also provides for the establishment of branch meetings, which will be held on the first Monday of each month.

The party has also adopted a new platform, which sets forth its program for the future.

The platform is based on the principles of democracy, socialism, and internationalism.

This Will Interest You.

On the occasion of the ninetieth anniversary of the Socialists, the Chicago Socialist will publish a special edition on Saturday, November 15th.

The edition will contain articles on the history of the party, the achievements of the Socialists, and the program for the future.

The edition will also contain a special section on the political situation, with articles by prominent Socialist leaders.

The edition will be published at 10 cents a copy, and will be on sale at all the usual Socialist bookstores.

John W. Cope
SOCIALIST TAILOR AND CUTTER

Pullman Business Directory.

H. GEISENHEIMER
6 & 8 Arcade Building, PULLMAN.
Winter Overcoats at $8.00
Extra Fine Overcoats, $10, $12, $15.00
Winter Suits, black, all sizes, $8.50
Winter Suits, mixed colors, $12.50

Unlined Label.

All goods sold on cash work. Thunder Box of Suits and Coats Catalog, sent on request.

RUSKIN
College

For Genuine Comfort and Soothing Ease Wear
Silverstein & Weinstein's

...up-to-date...

SHOES

and the above mentioned goods will disappear...

280 W. 12TH STREET, near Halsted Street.

PRINTING

COMRADES bring your Job Printing down to Headquarters. Our prices are reasonable as you get anywhere. We can do any kind of work you desire and give you the best possible service.